
To cut back growth in your garden with high precision but little effort, look no further than the cordless grass and shrub shears GC-CG 3.6/70 Li. The

gear housing is covered to protect against contact with gear oil, and the blade can be changed with absolute ease without any tools whatsoever.

Ergonomic operation and a perfect, secure hold are assured by the Softgrip feature. With a cutting width of 70 mm, the grass blade is perfectly suited

for cutting lawn edges. The shrub blade can handle twigs and branches up to 8 mm thick, and thanks to a cutting length of 110 mm it is well equipped

for keeping hedges and bushes in proper shape. This product is supplied complete with a telescopic extension for enhanced ergonomics with zero

bending.

Cordless Grass- and Bush Shear

GC-CG 3,6/70 Li
Item No.: 3410360

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825665161

Features & Benefits
Covered gearbox protecting customer to get in touch with gear oil-

Grass blade used for perfect cutting result on edges (70mm)-

Shrub shears blade for hedge and bush care (110mm)-

Easy blade change without tools-

Soft grip ensuring perfect grip and ergonomics-

Incl. telescopic-tube for extra ergonomic operation-

Technical Data
- Charging time 3-5h

- Cutting width with grass shear knife 70 mm

- Cutting length with shrub cutting knife 110 mm

- Cutting thickness with shrub cutting

knife

8 mm

- Spacing between teeth of shrub cutting

knife

8 mm

- Accumulator 3.6 V  |  2000 mAh  |  Li-Ion

- Number of accumulators 1 Pieces

Logistic Data
- Product weight 0.61

- Gross weight single packaging 1.79 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 907 x 153 x 87 mm

- Pieces per export carton 8 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 15 kg

- Dimensions export carton 925 x 325 x 300 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2352 | 4928 | 5632

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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